
GF14.30-P-3012KE Air injection, function 9.11.01

ENGINE 271.921 in MODEL 203

ENGINE 271.940 in MODEL 203, 209

ENGINE 271.941 in MODEL 211

ENGINE 271.944 in MODEL 171

ENGINE 271.946 in MODEL 203

ENGINE 271.948 in MODEL 203

ENGINE 271.955 in MODEL 209

ENGINE 271.956 in MODEL 211

1 Vacuum supply from intake 

manifold

2 Charge air from charge air 

manifold

3 Injected air to cylinder head

126 Air injection/exhaust gas 

recirculation combination valve

128 Vacuum check valve

B11/4 Coolant temperature sensor

L5 Crankshaft position sensor

M16/6 Throttle valve actuator

M16/7 Air recirculation flap actuator

N3/10 ME-SFI [ME] control unit

Y32 Air pump switchover valve 

(secondary air injection)

P14.30-2038-06

The air injection more rapidly warms up the catalytic converters to If the air pump switchover valve is actuated on the ground side by 

operating temperature after starting and thus improves the exhaust the ME control unit, it transmits the vacuum pressure from the 

emission values in the warming-up phase. vacuum pump to the air injection/exhaust gas recirculation valve. 

This opens and the charge air drawn downstream of the 

The injected air is removed from the charge air manifold to the compressor is injected into the outlet ducts of the cylinder head. At 

supercharger. An air pump is not required. the same time the recirculated air flap is closed by the ME control 

unit in order to produce sufficient charge pressure in the charge air 

For the purpose of air injection, the air pump switchover valve is line.
actuated for up to 150 seconds after engine start by the ME control 

unit, if: Function principle

The injected air reacts with the hot exhaust gases in the outlet 
Coolant temperature >10 °C<60 °C ducts. An oxidation of carbon monoxide (CO) and hydrocarbon 
Engine speed <3000 rpm (HC) takes place (afterburning).

Throttle valve is not fully open (no full-load range) This afterburning leads to an additional increase of exhaust gas 

temperature (exothermic reaction), which also warms up the 

After actuation, air injection remains locked until the coolant catalytic converters.
temperature has risen to more than 60 °C and then drops again to 

below 40 °C.

Crankshaft position sensor, component L5 GF07.04-P-6010KE

description

Coolant temperature sensor component B11/4 GF07.04-P-6040KE

description

ME-SFI [ME] control unit, component N3/10 GF07.61-P-6000KE

description

Component description of air recirculation M16/7 GF09.50-P-2100KE

flap actuator

Component description of air pump Y32 GF14.30-P-2020KE

switchover valve

Component description of vacuum check 128 GF14.30-P-2021KE

valve

Secondary air injection/exhaust gas 126 GF14.30-P-2101KE

recirculation combination valve, component 

description
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Component description of throttle valve M16/6 GF30.20-P-2020KE

actuator
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